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Take a 12x12 (35cmx35xcm) piece of Soft Sky cardstock
Stamp using Soft Sky ink and the large butterfly from the Butterfly Basics stamp set 
Score on one side at 3 and 9 inches (7.6 and 22.9 cm)
Score on the other side at 0.5, 1.5, 4.5, 7.5, 10.5 and 11.5 inches (1.3, 3.8, 8.9, 26.7 and 29.2
cm)
Burnish the score lines as usual but fold the two half inch (1.3 cm) back on themselves so the
cardstock is right side to right side
Cut away the two smaller rectangles in each of the four corners
Cut along the score lines on each side to create three flaps
If you wish you can now cut away half of the two end flaps which will be folded up to meet the
centre flap. You can measure 1.5 inches or just eyeball it
Add adhesive of choice (recommend Tombow liquid adhesive or Fast Fuse) to the right side of
the central flap and stick the two shortened end flaps to it.

Press down glued sides with a bone folder from the inside of the box
Squeeze together the top corners of the front and back of the box and then allow the flap to
come together and add the gold clip
Now for the handles - take two strips of Very Vanilla cardstock measuring 11 x 0.5 inches (28 x
1.3cm) and 2 strips of vellum the same size 
Take the small butterfly and stamp using Soft Sky ink onto the very vanilla strip then using
Tombow glue the vellum over the top of the inked side.
Score each end of each handle at 1 inch (2.5cm) and burnish to fold back on itself, right side to
right side. Use bonefolder to create a curve in the cardstock between score lines.
Put glue onto the under side of each handle end (non printed side from the score lines to the
end) and stick to the flaps of the bag trying to centre up.
Now for the tag - Cut two large ovals using the stitched oval framelits one in Very Vanilla one in
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Vellum and one smaller nesting oval in Very Vanilla
Take the large butterfly stamp and stamp using Soft Sky onto the VeryVanilla oval now use
Tombow to stick the Vellum overlay on top
Using the same ink choose a sentiment and stamp it onto the smaller oval, affix this to the
vellume oval using dimensionals
Use gold thread to secure the tag to one of the bag's handles
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Subtles 12" X 12" (30.5 X 30.5 Cm) Cardstock - 131189

Price: £10.00

Soft Sky Classic Stampin' Pad - 131181

Price: £6.00

Butterfly Basics Photopolymer Stamp Set - 137154

Price: £22.00

Multipurpose Liquid Glue - 110755

Price: £3.75

Gold Binder Clips - 141673

Price: £6.50
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Gold Metallic Thread - 138401

Price: £2.75

Very Vanilla A4 Cardstock - 106550

Price: £8.25

Vellum A4 Cardstock - 106584

Price: £6.00

Fuse Fast Adhesive - 129026

Price: £9.00

Stampin' Dimensionals - 104430

Price: £3.75
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Stitched Shapes Framelits Dies - 145372

Price: £27.00

Bone Folder - 102300

Price: £6.25
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